EUROPEAN INNOVATION COUNCIL FAST TRACK TO INNOVATION

EIC Fast Track to Innovation
25 October 2018 cut-off

Proposal Acronym | Proposal Title | EC contribution | Name | Role | Website | Country
---|---|---|---|---|---|---

DE-SPGP | Clinical validation and production ramp-up of a novel product for treating of Pressure Ulcers, Long Ulcers and Diabetic FTR.les | 2.989.023,96 € | COHERERE | Coordinator | www.coherere.com | DE

DE-BP | European Cooperative Power Plants | 2.962.952,68 € | Rehau Power Components GmbH | Coordinator | www.rehau.com | DE

DE-CART | Mobility as a Service (MaaS) for the Deutschland | 2.728.599,50 € | IME | Coordinator | www.rejoint.life | DE

NL-AB | Scaling-up Power Meter Connections business model implemented by Bosch and AT | 2.998.195,25 € | TenneT TSO | Coordinator | www.tenneffect.com | NL

DK-AB | HYDRACTFLEX | 2.162.184,79 € | FYSIOMEDIC | Coordinator | www.fysiomedic.com | DK

FR-AB | NeedsIT | 2.916.262,02 € | PHYSIO GROUP | Coordinator | www.physio-group.com | FR

IT-AB | Solar-Min | 2.410.705,75 € | PHYSIO GROUP | Coordinator | www.physio-group.com | IT

GR-AB | VLASS-RUBBER | 1.854.314,36 € | AVECO | Coordinator | www.aveco.gr | GR

NL-AB | VIRTUES | 1.946.030,62 € | LEDIL | Coordinator | www.ledil.com | NL

IE-AB | Inspire Smart | 2.566.237,92 € | PIXUM INNOVATION | Coordinator | www.pixum.com | IE

GB-AB | Big Data-driven personalised adult replacement | 2.643.827,91 € | RIGNEST | Coordinator | www.rignest.com | GB

NL-AB | CATTLEAND ICE | 2.584.613,05 € | IEG | Coordinator | www.ieg.net | NL

NL-AB | ECOH-BOON | Delivery of an ECOWS-B nano-robot - a ground breaking 157 nm realized ECOWS Nano-robot system to provide diagnostic and therapeutic enclaves in small and remote rural areas of the world | 2.851.220,25 € | MBB AB | Coordinator | www.mbb.com | NL

DK-AB | OIL | Nano-technology-based Indoor Infrastructure to Enable IoT/NFC Networks - OIL (Global Lab) | 2.815.132,12 € | NAVISOLUTIONS | Coordinator | www.navisolutions.com | DK

DE-AB | Hyperflex | Full-scale demonstration of a “flexible” interconnect packaging concept for future flexible electronics | 1.844.048,51 € | ALLFLASH | Coordinator | www.allflash.com | DE

NL-AB | ELS | Intelligent Livestock Solutions for Improved Livestock Management through Digital, and real-time animal health monitoring and rearing of growing animals | 2.658.558,83 € | VITLIFE Les | Coordinator | www.vitlifeles.com | NL

GB-AB | iCubes - an innovation impact tool enabling proof-of-concept to patients with four key areas on a clinic. | 2.563.169,10 € | ADDIC | Coordinator | www.addic.org | GB

NL-AB | HI-IT | Next-generation Multifunctional Container Transfer System is a landmark in industrial automation, logistics and materials handling in large, highly automated and customised environments | 2.713.882,00 € | DHL | Coordinator | www.dhl.com | NL

NL-AB | NESTSolutions | Nature focused for Strategic Enterprises to improve biologically certified Wool products | 1.970.750,88 € | AVECO | Coordinator | www.aveco.com | NL

NL-AB | PM-IT | A disruptive technology enabling low cost real-time networking of coal power grids by any advanced vehicle collecting air flow and automatically designing plans for predictive maintenance | 1.417.892,98 € | AVECO | Coordinator | www.aveco.com | NL

NL-AB | HumanoidCharly | Humanoid Charly - Next-Generation Humanoid_Artificial Human, To improve HIS Yield in Dairy Cows | 1.770.019,01 € | TRAVEC GROUP | Coordinator | www.travecgroup.com | NL

GB-AB | ROXIC | Revolutionary scent-infused system for real-time dust-cleaning of light weight on outdoor carbon systems with digital intelligence quality control monitoring. | 2.560.899,25 € | EXTRACT | Coordinator | www.extractco.com | GB

NL-AB | VESTBIR | Earth observation service for preventive control of plant disease vectors | 1.318.527,07 € | ENSORUG | Coordinator | www.ensorug.com | NL
